The IFRS Enabler
with i-learning
Online CPD | Working Tool

Supporting Lean Finance
An online hybrid training/enabler programme that accelerates the team's
performance in Accounting Technique, analysis, and reporting
process immediately and at all levels.
This means that external IFRS consulting is reduced to the minimum, i.e. all staff
have an Enabler with them that helps them on the job with all accounting
techniques and skills they need.
The i-learning IFRS Enabler delivers on
three fronts:
1. Immediately enables each individual
accountant or analyst in applying
IFRS on the job;
2. Trains the individual systematically
and methodically to an advanced
level in IFRS;

Watch our short video for a quick
overview of features & dynamics!

3. Links directly to the HR process by enabling managers to follow in real time
the learning progress of the team so that they know who has achieved what
skills and when.
Providing a wealth of real and
practical material ready to be
used by the working
accountant/analyst.
Real life examples and step-bystep guidance.

The IFRS Enabler
Materials are designed to relate
to real-life examples, enabling
users to apply the skills and
tools learnt as well as,
importantly, applying
judgement.

A wide range of topics is
available for reference,
even when users are
engaged in linear training
on a separate topic.
Communication with a real-life
tutor helps users ensure they
clarify any questions.
Crucially, the i-learning
programme provides
continued checks on users’
performance.

The IFRS Enabler
Self-assessment progress
tests and case studies for
review by the tutor.

Although the programme
assumes basic accounting
knowledge, still all double
entry and all concepts are
available as a refresher.

HR App
All training progress details
and progress reports are
available in real time to Line
Managers/HR monitoring
training progress.

CPD Hours
Certification of CPD credits is obtained for every
Module of training completed.
All standards and interpretations are covered, along
with rich training materials and resources that can be
used at work. All examples and case studies are reallife and practical, requiring participants to apply the
skills and tools learnt as well as applying judgement.
Customisation of the content and the software can
be provided at an extra fee which will depend on the
extent of the new features required.
i-learning IFRS is specifically designed for Accountants, Accounting Supervisors,
Chief Accountants, Financial Managers and Directors, CFOs, Investment
Managers and Analysts who need to understand, interpret and apply IFRS and
also maintain the skills and the knowledge in the long run.

Request a Demo

For a quick presentation of the i-learning
IFRS Enabler, please click here.
To view the programme’s full features
and dynamics, please do not hesitate
to contact us – we will be happy to
arrange a demo presentation.
Watch our short video for a quick
overview of features & dynamics!

Please see contact details below.

Training Content
Guidance every step of the way on all IFRS topics, full of examples, practical case
studies, double entry, self-assessments.
Employee Benefits
Business Combinations
✓ Introduction to the basic tools for
✓ The basic concepts of
employee benefits accounting
consolidations
✓ Dealing with plan assets and
✓ The definition of subsidiary
actuarial assumptions
✓ Goodwill
✓ Accounting for defined benefit plan
✓ Associates and joint arrangements
modifications
Group Accounting
Revenue Recognition
✓ Step acquisitions and disposals
✓ The contract and the performance
✓ Foreign exchange transactions
obligations
✓ Foreign operations – basic
✓ Determine and allocate the
concepts
transaction price
✓ Foreign operations – advanced
✓ Revenue recognition and
concepts
presentation
Taxation
✓ Specific considerations and
✓ Current tax
transitional provisions
✓ The basics of deferred tax
Assets 1
✓ Advanced deferred tax
✓ Property, Plant and Equipment
Statement of Cash Flows
✓ Investment property
✓ The importance of the Statement
✓ Intangible assets
of Cash Flows
✓ Inventories
✓ Single entity statement of cash
Assets 2
flows
✓ Borrowing costs
✓ Consolidated statement of cash
✓ Government grants
flows
✓ Impairment of assets
Financial Instruments
✓ Non-current assets held for sale and ✓ What is a financial instrument?
discontinued operations
✓ Classification and measurement
Leases and other liability-related
✓ Derivatives and hedging
standards
Accounting reference zone
✓ Introduction to Leases
✓ Financial Statements IAS 1 & IAS 8
✓ Lease identification
✓ IFRS 1
✓ Lessee and Lessor accounting
✓ Provisions, contingent liabilities and
contingent assets

About Us
We are an international training network designing, developing and delivering
practical learning solutions online and in the classroom.

Our Experts
All our trainers are experts in their fields and in training, with many years’
experience, including working for the Big 4 Audit Firms.

Our Clients
We work with companies like Bridgestone, Vistra and others, whether it is
delivering skills for conversion to IFRS or supporting you at all levels to deal with
IFRS issues.
We deliver training in the UK, Dubai, Poland, Hungary, CIS, Ukraine, Kuwait and
Bahrain.

Contact Us
Do not hesitate to contact us for further information or to arrange a demo:
Cerelia Athanassiou, Business Development
cerelia.a@gnosislearning.com | Tel: +447775512978 | www.gnosislearning.com

